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In my forthcoming book, *The Curse of Ham*, I explore the various images of the black African in early Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. I became interested in this topic because of a claim made by some that anti-Black sentiment in Western civilization has its roots in ancient Judaism, specifically in Rabbinic culture. The immediate focus of my investigation was therefore the literature of the Rabbis of late antiquity, that is, the talmudic and midrashic corpus of writings covering the first eight centuries of the Common Era. It quickly became apparent, however, that this focus needed a context, both diachronic and synchronic. Thus, the investigation began with the biblical, Ancient Near Eastern period and then moved into Hellenistic-Jewish literature before the rabbinic material was approached. As for the synchronic context, an exploration of contemporaneous Christian and Muslim literature became crucial for the following reason: The source for almost all of the Jewish material is scriptural exegesis, and scriptural exegesis traversed confessional boundaries in the Near East. Moving across such boundaries, biblical interpretations took on new forms, which, together with diachronic changes within Jewish civilization, provided the grid on which my exploration was mapped.

In this talk I would like to look at two issues discussed in the book. The first is the primary text on which the claim for a rabbinic anti-Black sentiment is based. It is a midrash that sees the origin of dark skin in a curse of God. The second issue I want to discuss is the matter of color symbolism underlying the common Christian interpretations of the Black as sinner and as devil and demon. The question before us in both cases will be what these stories or interpretations say about the authors’ views of black Africans. Certainly, from our perspective today they appear to reflect decidedly anti-Black sentiment. Is that true from the perspective of the authors’ own time and place?

*Etiologies, Environment, and Somatic Norm*
The 2nd-century Rabbi Ishmael described the Jewish skin color as “like the boxwood tree (eshkeroa), neither black nor white, but in between.”\textsuperscript{1} This rabbi’s perception of the Jewish skin color as light brown, the color of the boxwood tree,\textsuperscript{2} agrees with the descriptions found in a number of papyri from the Ptolemaic period in Egypt that describe the complexion of various Jews as “honey-colored.”\textsuperscript{3} A similar self-perception is found among other Mediterranean peoples, the Greeks and Romans of antiquity, who saw their skin color as midway between the dark African and the fair German, \textit{inter nigrum et pallidum}.\textsuperscript{4} “The Mediterranean type of ‘Caucasian’ physiognomy with pale-brown (albus) skin … represented the Roman somatic norm image.”\textsuperscript{5}

R. Ishmael was commenting on a legal matter and was not expressing pride in the Jews’ skin color, as some think.\textsuperscript{6} Nevertheless, we may assume that he, and the Jews in general, were partial to the color of their own skin, for such partiality is a universal phenomenon and is found in all cultures and at all times. As Sextus Empiricus (ca. 200 CE), the Greek philosopher put it when speaking of feminine beauty, all men agree that beautiful women exist, but disagree about what constitutes beauty, “the Ethiopian preferring the blackest and most snub-nosed, and the Persian approving the whitest and most hook-nosed, and someone else declaring that she who is intermediate both in feature and in coloring is the most beautiful of all.”\textsuperscript{7}

The Greek and Roman preference for their own ‘intermediate’ color underlies the widespread environmental theory of anthropological differentiation found in classical sources, that is, the theory that the environment determines the physical and nonphysical characteristics of humanity and thus accounts for differences among peoples.\textsuperscript{8} The ancient Greeks noticed that those who lived in the remote northern regions of the world were the lightest-skinned people and those in the remote south had the darkest skin, and they developed the theory that the extremes of weather and environment in the far distant areas caused the different ethnic traits, including skin color. The extreme cold and lack of sun in the north produced light skin while the extreme heat and rays of the sun in the south produced dark skin. The closer one came to the center of the world, i.e. Greece and Rome, the more balanced was the environment and thus the effects of the environment on people. In the center humans were the most beautiful physically, in complexion and features, and nonphysically, in temperament (e.g. courage), character (e.g. intelligence, morality), and culture.\textsuperscript{9}

The environmental theory is the most common explanation found in classical sources accounting for human color variation, but the Greeks and Romans also recount the myth of Phaeton, who brought the sun chariot too close to the earth. As Ovid said, “It was then, as men think, that the peoples of Ethiopia became black-skinned.”\textsuperscript{10} Such myths are known as etiologies, that is, stories of ancient times which account for the existing state of the world. Generally, the thing requiring explanation is seen as an unusual or nonideal aspect of the world or of life. Thus Phaeton accounts for the ‘unusual’ skin color of the black Africans. Another example of an etiology – this from the Bible – is the Garden of Eden story. It explains the snake’s unusual (legless) anatomy, as well as the labor pains that women suffer and the reason why one must toil to make the land produce its bounty. An important feature in Ancient Near Eastern etiologies is the curse. “Curses … served
as explanation for enigmatic physiological or environmental peculiarities. The ancestor or proto-type of those exhibiting such abnormalities was considered to have been cursed by God … or by some ancient hero.”11 Thus, to take the Garden of Eden story, the peculiarities of the snake, labor pains, and toil have their origin in God’s curses. Another biblical example is the curse of slavery pronounced against Canaan (Gen 9:25), which is seen by Bible scholars as an etiology accounting for the Canaanites’ low and servile status at the time of the story’s composition.12

An etiology explaining the variety of human skin colors is found in the 1st- or 2nd-century CE Jewish paraphrase of the Bible, Biblical Antiquities, by Pseudo-Philo. In this work the author adds to the Tower of Babel story an element absent in the biblical account (Genesis 11):

God divided up their languages and changed their appearances (mutavit eorum effigies), and a man did not recognize his own brother and no one heard the language of his neighbor.13

“Changed their appearances” refers to ethnic skin color variation, as Louis Ginzberg and Howard Jacobson recognized.14 The etiological point of the biblical story is intended to explain the diversity of human groupings throughout the world (“The Lord scattered them from there over all the earth”). This is made clear in one of the Dead Sea scrolls which describes the Tower of Babel event as “the confusion of tongue and separation of nations, the settling of clans and allotment of lands.”15 The point of the biblical story is to explain human variation writ large. When Pseudo-Philo said, therefore, that God “changed the appearance” of humanity, he meant a change that would visibly mark human differentiation by its various groupings, i.e. ethnic differentiation by skin color. Where the Bible used speech to illustrate the point, Pseudo-Philo added color.

A rabbinic midrash implicitly subscribes to the same idea, that is the introduction of skin color variation at the Tower of Babel. Isaiah 66:18 describes the messianic age as a time when all “peoples and languages” (Gen 11:6) will be brought together, thus depicting a reversal to humanity’s pre-transgression state “of one people and one language.” As in Genesis, Isaiah’s indicator of differentiation among human groupings is language. But the rabbinic midrash injected skin color in interpreting the Isaiah passage:

Isaiah said: In the messianic period he who is light-skinned will take hold of the hand of him who is dark-skinned and the dark-skinned will take hold of the hand of the light-skinned and arm in arm they will walk together….16

The same way of indicating anthropological variety by reference to language and skin color is found in very early Ancient Near Eastern texts. The 14th-century BCE Egyptian Hymn to Aton, for example, says:

O sole god, without another of your kind, you created the world according to your desire…. You set every man in his place…. Their tongues are separate in speech,
and their nature [or, form] is likewise; the color of their skin is different: you distinguish the peoples.\footnote{17}

By using the topos of language and color differences to indicate human diversity and by attaching it to the biblical Tower of Babel story, Pseudo-Philo (explicitly) and the midrash (implicitly) provide an etiology for the different human (ethnic) skin colors.

Other etiologies that focus only on dark skin are far more common, turning up all over the Near East – from the 3rd century up until our own time. As is to be expected in Bible dominated societies, these origin stories are often built around biblical personalities and events. A statement attributed to the Syriac Christian church father, Ephrem (d. 373), is quoted in a catena of patristic explanations and exegeses to the Pentateuch.\footnote{18} The comment describes the story of Noah’s drunkenness in Genesis 9, including the curse of slavery on Canaan, but has the following addition to the biblical account:

Mar Ephrem the Syrian said: “When Noah awoke and was told what Canaan did … Noah said, ‘Cursed be Canaan and may God make his face black (\textit{sawwada allâhù wajhahu}),’ and immediately the face of Canaan changed; so did the face of his father Ham, and their white faces became black and dark (\textit{wa-âda bayâ wajhumâ sawâdan wa-qatamatan}) and their color changed.”\footnote{19}

It is questionable whether Ephrem actually authored this statement since it is not found in his extant commentaries.\footnote{20} The value of this statement for us, however, is not in its authorship but in the fact that it illustrates an etiology accounting for dark skin color known in eastern Christian circles. Indeed, the tradition makes an appearance later in the same Syriac Christian world. Ishodad of Merv (9th century, bishop of Hedhatha) records it, although not accepting it: When Noah cursed Canaan with eternal slavery, he says, “instantly, by the force of the curse … his face and entire body became black (\textit{ukmòtha}). This is the black color which has persisted in his descendants.”\footnote{21}

Similar stories are told by many others. One of the earliest is transmitted by the 3rd-4th century Samaritan, Marqe:

“When Kush saw the nakedness of his father, he was cursed and he wore darkness (\textit{wlbs qblh}) – he and all his descendants forever.”\footnote{22}

As in the Ephrem account, the framework for this story is the biblical narrative of Noah’s drunkenness and curse, but the one cursed is not Canaan, as in the Bible, but Kush. It would seem that the cause for the change from biblical Canaan to Kush is that Canaan and his descendants were not black. If the curse was to be one of dark skin, a dark-skinned population would have to be found to carry the curse. Kush, as the biblical ancestor of the dark-skinned Kushites (i. e., black Africans) would fit the bill.

Marqe’s explanation for the origin of black skin illustrates another common feature of etiologies: the close connection of the punishment to the crime, in a measure-for-measure association. This aspect is cleverly put into play by Marqe with his use of the metaphor
“to wear darkness”: Kush sinfully looked at his father uncovered and was therefore punished with a permanent covering of darkness. The punishment was made to accord with the crime. As Marqe said: “He received recompense according to his action…. Kush saw his father’s nakedness, and he was cursed and he wore darkness.”

Etiologies of dark skin involving the biblical personalities of Noah and his son Ham are very common in Islamic literature. As an example, I quote Wahb ibn Munabbih (d. ca. 730):

ām the son of Noah was a white man, with a handsome face and a fine figure, and Almighty God changed his color and the color of his descendants in response to his father’s curse. He went away, followed by his sons, and they settled by the shore, where God increased and multiplied them. They are the blacks (sūdān).

Rabbinic literature preserves an etiology, transmitted in the early 3rd-century, accounting for the origin of dark-skinned people. It is based on the legend that God prohibited Noah and all the creatures in the ark from engaging in sex during the flood, a legend found in many Jewish sources, both rabbinic and Hellenistic, as well as in Christian literature. Built exegetically upon several verses, the underlying idea was explained by Philo in the 1st century as “it was fitting to sympathize with wretched humanity.”

With this legend as a self-understood background, the rabbinic text says that three creatures transgressed – the raven, the dog, and Ham the son of Noah – and were punished. “The dog is connected, the raven spits, and Ham was punished in his skin,” or, in the version of the Palestinian Talmud, “in having his skin turn dark.” By the 9th-11th centuries a set of explanations for these three punishments seems to have become well accepted, and is commonly found in Jewish literature from that period onward. Accordingly, “connected” refers to the dog’s physiological inability to disengage from the bitch immediately after ejaculation; “spit” refers to what was believed to be the raven’s unusual manner of inseminating the female by spitting the semen into her mouth; and “Ham was punished in his skin,” means that his son Kush, the ancestor of black Africa, was born dark skinned. Some have claimed that this tale reflects a racist view not only of the Black’s skin color as a curse but also of the Black as sexually promiscuous. Otherwise, why the connection between black skin and a sexual sin? As we shall see, however, the story, when viewed in historical and cultural context, presents a different picture.

The close connection of the punishment to the crime, the measure-for-measure association, is seen clearly in the case of the dog and raven. They are punished in sexual ways for their sexual sins, i.e. the story is framed as sexual transgressions to explain the unusual sexual behavior of the dog and raven. The dog’s punishment of being unable to immediately disengage is recognizable today as natural characteristics of the dog, and was already noted by Aristotle (d. 322 BCE) and Pliny (d. 79 CE). While oral insemination may not be seen today as a sexual characteristic of the raven, it was a common belief in the ancient and medieval worlds. Aristotle records it – “ravens (κόρακες) and ibises” – as a belief alleged by “Anaxagorus and some of the other
physiologers”; Aristophanes of Byzantium (3rd-2nd century BCE) thought that pigeons (περιστερά) copulated orally, and Pseudo-Clement (3rd century CE) claimed it of the raven.

Thus for the dog and raven, but how is Ham’s dark skin a sexual punishment? It was commonly believed in antiquity that once the sun had “scorched” the Ethiopians black, the transmission of this characteristic to subsequent generations occurred due to a change in the composition of the Ethiopians’ semen, since “the seed comes from all parts of the body” (Hippocrates), and the altered seed was then imparted to the next generation. Strabo (15.1.24), for example, says that after the sun had darkened the Ethiopians, “already in the womb children, by seminal impartation, become like their parents in color.” Perhaps the clearest statement to this effect is that by the church father Origen (d. ca. 253): “Among the whole of the Ethiopian race … there is a certain natural blackness because of seminal inheritance (ex seminis carnalis successione nigredo), that in those parts the sun burns with fiercer rays, and that having once been scorched, the bodies remain darkened in the transmission of the inborn defect (infuscata corpora genuini vitii successione permaneant).” There was even the belief, which goes back as far as Herodotus, that the semen of Ethiopians (and dark-skinned Indians) “is not white like other men’s, but black like their skin,” although Aristotle pointed out Herodotus’ error.

Rabbinic literature does not have anything about “black semen,” but the sex-in-the-ark etiology does implicitly subscribe to the idea that dark skin derives from a changed seminal composition. This is seen clearly in Arabic literature, which incorporated the rabbinic story of Ham turning black in the ark and added explanatory glosses such as “then his semen was altered and he brought forth blacks” or “God changed [Ham’s] semen such that his wife gave blacks to the world.” Although the idea is not explicitly stated in the rabbinic accounts, it underlies a 3rd-century rabbinic explanation of the ark etiology, which compares it to the process of minting coins, a metaphor commonly used to illustrate the act of procreation. The engraved cast stamps out coins all similar to the engraving on the dyecast, just as human semen produces children all similar to its ‘encoded’ characteristics. The comparison is thus meant to explain the relationship between Ham’s punishment and his sin according to the measure-for-measure principle: a procreative (i.e., seminal) punishment for a procreative (i.e., sexual) sin. It would seem, therefore, that the ancient notion of dark skin originating in a changed seminal composition was cast in 3rd-century rabbinic literature in the form of an etiology involving Ham.

Why was it Ham whom the Rabbis depicted as having a change of skin color? Because according to biblical genealogy Ham was the ancestor of the dark-skinned Egyptians and Kushites. Furthermore, by this time it was believed – incorrectly – that the name Ham derived from a Hebrew root meaning ‘dark,’ ‘brown,’ or ‘black.’ Thus the Rabbis were able to account for the existence of dark-skinned people while at the same time explaining, implicitly, the etymology of the name Ham.

Let’s look more closely at Ham’s punishment of dark skin. I said before that by the 9th-11th centuries, explanations of the three punishments had become well-accepted in
Jewish sources, most prominently in Rashi’s 11th-century commentary to the Talmud. The explanation given for Ham’s blackness in these later sources is that “Kush descended from him,” i.e. Ham’s punishment was that his descendant Kush was born dark skinned. Since Kush is the ancestor of the black Africans, the black skin punishment refers specifically to the black African. This interpretation is found also in an Islamic text. Ibn Hishām (d. 828 or 833) in the name of Wahb ibn Munabbih (d. ca. 730) records the sex-in-the-ark tradition this way:

Noah placed the women in isolation…. Ham went to his wife one night and had intercourse with her…. When Noah awoke … he said to God, ‘Allah, blacken his face and the face of the descendants of the one who disobeyed and had intercourse with his wife.’ So Ham’s wife had a black son and he named him Kūshā .”

The earlier sources, however, – the Palestinian and Babylonian Talmuds and the Midrash – assign the punishment of blackness to Ham himself and make no mention of Kush. This is clearly the meaning of the midrash as noted by later commentators, contra Rashi.

This is significant because Ham is the ancestor not only of the black African people of Kush/Ethiopia, but also, according to the Bible, of other dark-skinned people, such as the Egyptians. In other words, that the punishment of dark skin refers to black Africans and black Africans alone, is a view found in Jewish sources not earlier than the 9th century. Due, however, to the overwhelming influence of Rashi’s commentary on the Talmud, his explanation of “Ham was punished in his skin” by “Kush descended from him” became accepted as standard. It is found in works of all sorts ranging from the midrashic anthologies from the 12th to 14th centuries, to various 16th-17th century Christian writers, to Eisenmenger’s notorious antisemitic tract Entdecktes Judenthum (1700), to Jewish encyclopedias, to works of modern scholarship, and it has even made its way into the talmudic text in one manuscript. The original rabbinic etiology of sex-in-the-ark, however, meant to explain why there are darker-skinned people in the world, and these people consisted of all the dark-skinned descendants of Ham, not just the black Africans.

We can see that this is the intended meaning of the etiology by, once again, examining the Arabic writers who adopted the midrash. They speak of Ham’s seed being altered on account of his sin in the ark, as noted earlier, as a result of which the “Sūdān” came into the world. Ismail al-Beily has shown that the term Sūdān in early Arabic writings was not restricted in meaning to the sub-Saharan black African, but rather referred to various dark-skinned people including the Copts, Fezzan, Zaghawa, Barbar, Indians, Arabs, the people of Marw, the inhabitants of the islands in the Indian Ocean, even the Chinese, as well as the Ethiopians (ushed), Zanj, Buja, and Nubians. In other words, “the coloured people of the world.” Other scholars have more recently echoed his conclusion.

Al-Beily mentions Jā‘iz, Ya qūbī, abārī, Masūdī, Ibn Rosteh, and others, who use the word Sūdān with the meaning ‘colored people.’ We can add several other authors
including those who use the term in the context of Ham’s curse of dark skin. As examples I’ll quote Ka’b al-‘Abdār (d. ca. 652) and Wahb ibn Munabbih, mentioned earlier. Ka’b spoke of the cursed descendants of Ham “begetting black (aswadayn) male and female children until they multiplied and spread along the shore. Among them are the Nubians (nūba), the Negroes (zanj), the Barbars (brbr), the Sindhis (sind), the Indians (hind) and all the blacks (sūdān): they are the children of Ham.”43 Wahb ibn Munabbih, “a celebrated authority on the traditions of the ahl al-kitāb,” reported that God “changed [Ham’s] color and the color of his descendants in response to his father’s curse,” and that his descendants include the various races of blacks (sūdān): Nubians, Zanj, Qaran, Zaghawa, Ethiopians, Copts and Barbar.44

So from the Muslim adoption of and gloss on the midrash one can see that the sex-in-the-ark story is an etiology that is meant to account for the existence of all dark-skinned people, not just the black African. And rabbinic sources do indeed depict Ham’s other progeny – at least the Egyptians – as dark skinned,45 a common depiction of the Egyptian by writers from Asia Minor, Syria, Greece and Rome.46

The Graeco-Roman, Jewish, and Christian sources depicting the Egyptians as a dark-skinned people, parallel the Islamic accounts that consider the Copts, i.e. the Egyptians, as one of the Sūdān. It should not be surprising, therefore, if we find a rabbinic etiology that sees the origin of dark-skinned people beginning with the ancestor of the Egyptians and Ethiopians, that is, Ham. Similarly, Greek myth has an etiology accounting for the dark-skinned Egyptians and Ethiopians. Zeus disguised himself by becoming black (κάρβανος αῖθός) and seduced Io.47 From this union was born black (κελαινος́) Epaphus, whose daughter was Libya (Africa), whose grandsons were Egyptus and Danaus and, according to Euripides, also Cepheus and Phineus (Nubia).48 In a different genealogy Zeus had four grandchildren: the Blacks (Μέλανές), the Ethiopians (Αι̉θίοπες), the Undergrounders (Κατουδαι̃οι), and the Pygmies (Πυγµαι̃οι).49 As Stephanie West says, the story is “an explanation for the swarthiness of [Zeus and Io’s] descendants, the Egyptians and Libyans.”50 And again, “Sophocles offers us an aitiology for Egyptian appearance and national character based on the circumstances in which the founding father of the race was conceived.”51 Both the Jewish and the Greek etiologies show that in regard to skin color, the Kushites/Ethiopians, that is, the black Africans, were not considered in a separate category but were seen as part of a larger class of dark-skinned peoples. As Snowden said, in the classical color scheme Ethiopians are described as the blackest of mankind, the Indians less so, the Egyptians next in order as mildly dark, and finally the Moors.52 Thus in both cultures, the Jewish and the Greek, we find etiologies accounting for the anomaly of dark-skinned people in a lighter-skinned world.

What do the dark-skin etiologies imply about the Jewish, and in general the Near Eastern, view of darker-skinned peoples? Do such stories imply a deprecation of dark skin color? Undoubtedly. They obviously indicate that the authors of the stories considered their own lighter skin color to be the norm and, therefore, the preferred. Such human conceit is universal. People everywhere find most desirable that which most closely resembles themselves. The two major studies of ancient Graeco-Roman attitudes toward black Africans, those of Snowden and Thompson, concluded that preference for the
Mediterranean somatic norm of light brown skin was largely responsible for any expressions of anti-Black sentiment in the classical world, which was explained as an ethnocentric manifestation of conformism to dominant aesthetic tastes. Near Eastern attitudes were no different in this regard.

Nor did black African etiologies of light-skinned people express a different attitude. Veronika Görög-Karady studied the various skin-color etiologies of the Vili in the Congo and concluded: “The texts thus manifest a fundamental ethnocentrism…. The Black constitutes the prototype of humanity from which all the ‘races’ have issued. What is more, [the Black] appears as the normal condition by which humanity is measured where all the other species of mankind – mixed breeds (métis) or whites – figure only as deviations or incomplete or unsatisfactory forms…. The thematic nucleus of the majority of these Vili texts consists of a fault or misdeed imputed to the ancestor or one of the ancestors and to which the deviation of humanity issues directly […] The racial differentiation flows directly from the nature of the crime…. The transformation of skin color appears as the punishment for an evil action…. All these texts affirm the culpability and justified mythic damnation of the white ancestor.” In both light-skinned and dark-skinned societies ethnocentric driven folktales saw the origin of ‘non-normal’ skin color in divine punishment for disobedience. Only the colors are reversed.

The Near Eastern etiological folktales thus provide us a window into the authors’ view of dark skin. While accounting for the variety of human color in the world, these stories see dark skin color as a deviation from the somatic norm and thus aesthetically displeasing. There is no doubt that the authors preferred their own skin color.

It is instructive to compare the two explanations for the origin of dark skin, that is the Near Eastern etiologies and the Graeco-Roman environmental theory. Despite its more scientific sounding explanation, the environmental theory also favored the authors’ somatic norm. Implicit in the theory is its ethnocentric character, which viewed others’ skin color as an aberrant result of extreme conditions on the normal complexion. Always behind this theory stood the assumption that the changed color was a kind of degeneration, and characteristic of inferiority. The Latin term decolor (‘discoloration’), often used to describe the phenomenon, conveys “a distinctly pejorative connotation, describing something that ought to be fair and gleaming but is unnaturally darkened…. Since white is the proper and natural color for human beings, to be decolor is to be stained and flawed.”

This point was emphasized by William Cohen when discussing France’s later adoption of the classical explanation in the 17th-18th centuries. “On a theoretical level, environmental theories … were egalitarian; in practice they were not. Being black was definitely less desirable than being white. The climatic theory posited people who were originally white and who turned black only as a result of exposure to extreme forms of temperature; in varying degrees it was thought that this transformation was a form of degeneration, implying a departure from the norm.” Cohen’s point was made also by Jean Devisse and John Hunwick, but for the Islamic world. Commenting on Ibn Khaldūn’s (14th century) rejection of the curse theory of blackness in favor of the
climatic theory, Devisse says: “This position is not … so favorable as it may at first seem. True Ibn Khaldūn … did attribute the blackness of the Sūdān to the action of the sun…. But this theory itself was turned against the Sūdān! A few lines further on, Ibn Khaldūn very seriously explains that, due to the very nature of climate, only the men of the ‘temperate’ zone can be characterized by balance. Thus we are brought back to the Mediterraneocentrism we have already talked about. Beyond the ‘temperate’ zone, whether to the north or to the south … climatic excesses engender dangerous excesses of character.”57 We can clearly see the non-egalitarian character of the environmental theory in the words of Aristotle: “The nations inhabiting the cold places and those of Europe are full of spirit but somewhat deficient in intelligence and skill…. The peoples of Asia on the other hand are intelligent and skillful in temperament, but lack spirit…. But the Greek race participates in both characters, just as it occupies the middle position geographically, for it is both spirited and intelligent.”58 Like Goldilocks and the porridge, one extreme is too hot, the other too cold; the one in the middle is just right.

In short, somatic norm preference dictated that neither the Greeks and Romans nor those people living in the Near East, whether Jews, Samaritans, Christians, or Muslims, saw darker skin as aesthetically pleasing. The Greeks and Romans expressed this view by means of the environmental theory, the biblically based monotheists by means of etiology with divine curse. The negative aesthetic sentiment is the same; the culturally conditioned literary expression differs.59

Recognition of humanity’s various skin colors can be traced as far back as ancient Egypt. Several tomb paintings, dating from the 13th and 12th centuries BCE, depict different ethnic groups as four human figures. The figures are identified by their ethnic names and painted in different colors: the Egyptian (rm w) is red-brown, the Kushite (n syw) black, and the Libyan (tm w) and Syrian/Asian (3mw) are painted in two different light colors (pink, yellow, or white).60 As the Egyptian empire expanded its borders it came into contact with peoples of different skin colors, who were at various times represented iconographically.

The same happened in the Islamic world, except that in Islam, of course, the representations are literary, not iconographic. As the boundaries of the Muslim world expanded, we begin to see an emphasis on skin color as a marker of differentiation among peoples. Bernard Lewis has shown that in early Arabic literature, color terms used to describe people generally have a personal rather than an ethnic sense (like our ‘sallow’ or ‘ruddy’), and even when they are used ethnically, the terms are relative, e.g. the Arabs might describe themselves as black compared to the red Persians but as red or white as compared to the black Africans. However, following the Muslim conquests of large areas of Asia and Africa in the 7th century a change took place in Arabic color descriptions of people. There is a “narrowing, specializing, and fixing of color terms applied to human beings. In time almost all disappear apart from ‘black,’ ‘red,’ and ‘white’; and these become ethnic and absolute instead of personal and relative.”61

Kim Hall has drawn attention to a similar phenomenon in 16th-century England. She noted that descriptions of blackness and whiteness, dark and light, in English Renaissance
texts do not merely reflect Elizabethan standards of beauty of complexion or a European aesthetic tradition or moral categories, but “become in the early modern period the conduit through which the English began to formulate the notions of ‘self’ and ‘other.’” Hall explains this development against the backdrop of England’s movement from insularity to encounters with other peoples. These encounters brought about the “process by which preexisting literary tropes of blackness profoundly interacted with the fast-changing economic relations of white Europeans and their darker “others” during the Renaissance.” Thus these preexisting tropes were conveniently used to represent and categorize the other.62

The situations described by Lewis and Hall, although existing among different peoples and at different times, point to the same phenomenon. Both the Arabs and the English, who originally used color terms to depict individual complexion contrast, begin to use these terms in fixed ways as ethnic markers in order to describe themselves over against foreign peoples of darker or lighter skin when they discovered such people.

The notion that all humanity is color-coded is expressed in Jewish, Christian, and Muslim biblical interpretations that see Noah’s sons as representing the three human skin colors of the world’s population. A Jewish text, Pirkei R. Eliezer, depicts God as dividing the world among Noah’s sons, Shem, Ham, and Japhet, and decreeing different skin colors for them (literally, “blessing” them with different skin colors): light colored skin for the Japhetites, medium dark (brown) for the Semites, and very dark (black) for the Hamites.

To my knowledge, this kind of categorization of humanity by specific colors is not otherwise found in biblical or postbiblical Jewish literature. To be sure, we have seen evidence that ethnic color differences were recognized, but we have not come across this type of cataloguing of the world’s populations by specific skin colors. Classification of humanity certainly occurred but it was of a religious nature, polytheists (idolaters) as opposed to monotheists, or gentiles as opposed to Jews. Categorization by skin color appears uniquely in this text.

This passage from Pirkei R. Eliezer, a work which was composed in Israel after the Islamic conquest, is strikingly paralleled in an Arabic text of approximately the same period. The historian abarī (d. 923) quotes Ibn Abbas (d. 686-8) as saying:

Born to Noah were Shem, whose descendants were tawny-white (bayā  wa-adma); Ham, whose descendants were black with hardly any whiteness (sawād wa-bayā  qalīl); and Japheth, whose descendants were reddish-white (al-ṣuqra wal- umra).63

The tradition is repeated in the 13th century by the Christian Ibn al- Ibrī (Bar Hebraeus), known for the “fidelity with which he reproduces earlier writers.”64 Again in another work, Bar Hebraeus speaks of Noah dividing the world among his three sons, with Ham getting the Land of the Blacks (sūdān), Shem the Land of the Browns (sumra), and Japheth the Land of the Reds (ṣuqra).65
This categorization of the world’s population by skin color seems to begin with the Islamic conquests in Africa and Asia. With the encounter of large numbers of darker- and lighter-skinned peoples in different parts of the world, color terms are no longer used as indications of relative complexion but as ethnic markers to describe the new populations, as Lewis said. This way of looking at humanity is captured by the story of Noah’s sons who represent the three skin colors of all people in the world.

This new way of classifying people will explain the medieval interpretations of the rabbinic sex-in-the-ark story, which I discussed earlier. We saw that although the 3rd-century story has Ham who was darkened and became the ancestor of all dark-skinned people, by the 8th-9th centuries in Islamic sources and the 9th-11th centuries in Jewish sources it was understood that it was really Kush, one of Ham’s sons, who was darkened and became the ancestor of dark-skinned people. In the Islamic version we can actually see how the Kush interpretation is grafted onto the earlier story mentioning only Ham: “When Noah awoke … he said to God, ‘Allah, blacken his face and the face of the descendants of the one who disobeyed [i.e. Ham] and had intercourse with his wife.’ So Ham’s wife had a black son and he named him Kūshā ….” (Ibn Hishām, d. 828 or 833).66

Noah curses Ham and his descendants but the result is a blackening of Kush alone. The explanation for the interpretation in both Islamic and Jewish sources lies in the changed perception of skin color from a marker of complexion to a marker of ethnicity. Since skin color had now become an ethnic marker with black marking the Kushites, the person who became darkened in the story had to be Kush, the black African ancestor. If the story explicitly mentioned Ham, it could be interpreted away in the face of the way the world and its peoples were now perceived. Blackness was no longer seen as a complexion with varying shades, which might encompass several peoples, the Jew and Arab included. Skin color, as Lewis says, became fixed, narrowed and specialized.

The original, 3rd-century, sex-in-the-ark story, however, does not speak of black Africans but of all darker-skinned people. Read in historical and cultural context it is an etiology that implies an ethnocentric preference for the somatic norm and nothing more; it evinces no racist sentiment toward the black African.

**Color Symbolism: Black as Sinner, Devil, and Demon**

One image of the black African introduces us to the complex world of color symbolism, specifically the symbol of black as evil. The issue before us is not the abstract metaphor of black as evil (e.g., black heart, black day), which is apparently universal, but the concretization of the metaphor of blackness in the black person, in other words, the notion that the biblical black African metaphorically or allegorically represents evil. We find this first in the works of Philo, the first-century Alexandrian-Jewish philosopher, who explains that Kush’s black color adumbrated his son’s, Nimrod’s, evil nature, “because pure evil has no participation in light.”67 The application of the metaphor of darkness as evil to dark-skinned people was also made in one rabbinic midrash which, interpreting Amos 9:7, says that when the Israelites sin they are like Kushites, i.e. black in sin. The most extensive such application of the metaphor was made by the church fathers in their allegorical interpretations of the Bible. The most ramified of these
interpretations, as well as the one with the greatest influence, was that of Origen (d. ca. 253). Using the metaphor of blackness as sin, he identified various biblical references to Ethiopia or Ethiopian(s), as well as the black maiden in Song 1:5-6, as symbols (“types”) of the gentiles, who, not having known God, were born and lived in sin. Building on this foundation, Origen then erected an exegetical superstructure that encompassed all scriptural Ethiopians as sinners. Thus, God’s words to the prophet Zephaniah, “From beyond the rivers of Ethiopia will I receive the dispersed ones” (Zeph 3:10), means that although the Ethiopian, typologically the gentile church, “has been stained with the inky dye of wickedness [and] has been rendered black and dark,” he will nevertheless be accepted by God; or, to take another example, Ebed-melech, the Ethiopian (Jer 38:7-13), who is “a man of a dark and ignoble race,” represents the sinning gentiles.68

Origen’s biblical exegesis was enormously influential on the church fathers who followed.69 His interpretation of Song’s maiden as an Ethiopian, and his use of this and other biblical Ethiopians as a metaphor for those in sin (i.e. the gentiles), became widespread in later patristic literature. It “set the tone of all later exegesis.”70 In sum, the patristic hermeneutic tradition saw the biblical Ethiopian as a metaphor to signify any person who, not having received a Christian baptism, is black in spirit and without divine light. In a similar way “Ethiopia” came to symbolize the “as yet unevangelized, and spiritually unregenerated world of sin.”71

Can we say, as some wish to do, that such interpretations are racist (leaving aside for the moment the anachronistic terminology as applied to the early centuries CE)? Frank Snowden argued that patristic exegesis from Origen to the 6th century leaves no doubt about the equality of the Black in the eyes of the church fathers.72 Even if Origen’s exegetical framework, which indeed included the Ethiopian within the Christian dispensation, was founded on the basis of interpreting Ethiopian as sinner, a point that Snowden does not consider, nonetheless Snowden is right: Christian exegesis does not harbor anti-Black sentiment. In allegorizing the biblical text the early Fathers drew on the common metaphor of darkness/blackness as evil, and, unless there is evidence to the contrary, we cannot assume that such exegesis reflects an antipathy toward black Africans. The same can be said for the Rabbis and Philo.

Elsewhere, Philo allegorizes the black raven that Noah sent from the ark, as “a symbol of evil, for it brings night and darkness upon the soul... The passage is to be interpreted allegorically, for unrighteousness is the adversary of the light of righteousness.”73 Does this imply that Philo was anti-raven? Or, to ask the question from the opposite direction, when Philo gives a positive allegorical interpretation of the color of the Ethiopian whom Moses married (“resolve unalterable, intense, and fixed,” who, black like the pupil of the eye represents the soul’s power of vision),74 does this imply that Philo was pro-Ethiopian? Neither “pro” nor “anti,” Philo was using the universal symbols of color in his allegorical arsenal. To claim that such allegorical interpretations are racist is to read modern-day assumptions and terminology back into history.

To be sure, the patristic interpretation of Ethiopian as sinner and the depiction of the devil and demons as Ethiopians had a negative impact over time and did contribute toward a
developing racism. These “texts were repeated again and again, and it is undeniable that they inspired the later interpretations that invariably identified blackness with sin, Ethiopia with the land of sin, and the Ethiopian with the collective sin of a people.” It is, Landislas Bugner concludes, “beyond question that this pejorative extension of the symbolism of black color reflected unfavorably on the person of the African.” This is no doubt true but it is an unforeseen and unintentioned consequence of the church fathers’ exegesis. The same may be said for the Rabbis’ etiology of dark skin as a curse of God. They too were not motivated by racist sentiment although their ideas had negative consequences beyond their own cultural and chronological context.

These conclusions are in line with the overall findings in my book, that neither in the Bible nor in postbiblical literature of late antiquity do we find any racist views or attitudes toward the black African. Lewis did not find anti-Black sentiment in Arabia until the 7th-century conquest of Africa and the enslavement of its inhabitants. Snowden and Thompson similarly did not find a prejudiced view of Blacks in ancient Greece and Rome. I came to the same conclusion for the Jewish and Christian worlds of antiquity and late antiquity.
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